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Crude oil is the main economic supply in many countries. Corrosion has been considered as the first fatal factor
destroying the crude oil plants such as crude oil equipment, oil wells, separation vessels, storage tanks, and
pipelines. This is the main reason encouraging many companies and researchers to develop new technological
methods to manipulate corrosion. In this review, we discuss the types of corrosion, corrosion control methods
(chemical and non -chemical methods), corrosion removal methods and corrosion monitoring process (direct
and indirect measurement of corrosion). In addition some perspectives on SRB bacteria, types of inhibitors and
gases removal methods were provided.
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1. Introduction
Scientists defined corrosion as destruction or damage
of metals by electrochemical reaction with its
surroundings area (Figure 1). Corrosion is seen in all
areas of life and in all industries to some extent. For
instance, air oxidation of hot steel results in formation
of a film of red-brown ferric oxide [1].
Within the petroleum producing industry, electrochemical corrosion is responsible for billions of US
dollars of costs associated with the breakdown of the
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clay minerals, iron oxides, natural and product of
corrosion iron sulphides and calcium carbonate (Figure
3). Oil phase produced wax and asphaltenes may
intensify enhanced corrosion while water phase
produced scale, corrosion and bacteria.

Hydrocarbon &
Aqueous phase &
Solids

Figure 3. Crude oil content.

Figure 1. Schematic view of corrosion reaction [2]

equipment caused by the loss of metal from the inner
and outer surfaces. Corrosion affects all stages in the
exploitation of crude oil ranging from drilling of the
wells through the crude production separation process
export pipelines, storage tanks and refineries. All forms
of corrosion are found in this industry which means that
engineers have to be ever vigilant in preventing
equipment downtime [3, 4].
Electrochemical corrosion occurs at the solid- fluid
interface in water, water/oil and gas systems. In the
production process we aim to separate the phases
(Figure 2).

Purity of crude oil is classified and graded by API
gravity (American Petroleum Institute). In general, oils
with the API gravity of 40 – 45 most likely will possess
the highest market prices. Any oils with API gravity of
45 API or higher have shorter molecular chains which
are acceptable to refineries. Any crude oil with API
gravity of over 31.1 degrees is considered as light
crude. Oils with API gravity range between 22.3 and
31.1 degrees are classified as the medium crude oils.
The heavy crude oils with the API gravity of lower 22.3
would have lower prices [5].The official formula used
to derive the gravity of petroleum liquids from the
specific gravity (SG) is presented in Equation 1
API gravity = 141.5/SG – 131.5
(1)
The relative density (RD) of petroleum liquids can also
be uncovered by using API gravity value presented in
Equation 2
RD at 60oF = 141.5 / (API gravity + 131.5)

(2)

2. Electrochemical Corrosion
To occur an electrochemical reaction some
requirements need be met: (a) must be a surface anode,
(b) must be a surface cathode, (c) must be an electrolyte
present, (d) there must be some form of external
connection between the cathode and anode.

Figure 2. Diagram of separation process in oil field.

Hydrocarbons are including aliphatic paraffins C1-C50,
branched aliphatic paraffins unsaturated paraffins
saturated cyclic paraffins naphthenic acid aromatics
substituted aromatics, condensed aromatics naphthas
polycyclic species, maltenes asphalts, carboxylic acids
and mercaptans. The aqueous phase includes water and
dissolved salts containing Na,K,Ca,Mg,Ba,Sr,Fe,Al,Si
and Cl. The minor solids are including quartz sand, silt

3. Factors affecting general electrochemical
corrosion
The aqueous acidity is influenced by the content of
organic acids and by the dissolved carbon dioxide.
Corrosion is increased as the acidity is intensified. The
presence of carbonate minerals acts as buffer reducing
the corrosion. At low pressures corrosion starts to
increases at temperature about 65 oC. Increasing the
pressure results in an increase in stress related failures.
High fluid velocities may remove the protective films
(corrosive product films, scale deposits or inhibitor
films). Pitting and other localised corrosion is
intensified as the chloride content (high salinity) is
increased, assuming that same oxygen is existing. The
effect is particularly noticeable at high temperatures.
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The imposed electric currents can be a problem if
electric heating is used. Direct current and low
frequency alternating current are likely to increase the
general corrosion rate. It is difficult to control the
oilfield corrosion at the presence of oxygen and even
low levels (<5 ppm) can be quite corrosive. Water can
contain up to 10 ppm oxygen under the normal
conditions of temperature, pressure, and salinity.
Oxygen reacts at cathode (depolarisation) and oxidizes
the ferrous iron to ferric hydroxide (rust).
O2 + 2H2O + 4e- ==> 4OH4 Fe (OH)2 + O2 + 2H20 ==> 4Fe(OH)3
Flow rate is an important factor in CO2 water corrosion.
At high flows, it is possible to remove protective
carbonate films. Stainless steel is resistant to CO2 under
low-pressure conditions.
2CO2 + 2H2O + 2e- ==> 2HCO3 + H2
H2S is relatively soluble in water, creating a week acid
which is corrosive. However, H2S is roughly 200 times
more soluble than and about three times soluble than
carbon dioxide, under the normal conditions of
temperature and pressure [6-8].
4. Forms of corrosion
General corrosion is the most acceptable form of
corrosion, which can be controlled by using some
chemicals. When general corrosion occurs, the anodic
and cathodic areas are continually changing which
causes all areas to be evenly corroded. Localised
corrosion is more serious, leading to early failure [9].
Pitting corrosion occurs in the form of spots or pits on
metal surface, leading to a damage of metal layers.
Crevice corrosion is a form of localised corrosion
occurs due to the presence of dust and clay or gaps on
the metal’s surfaces [10, 11]. Stress corrosive cracking
(SSC) caused by sulphides can occur in acidic waters.
Dissolved sulphide in water may attack the metal and
produce FeS rust and hydrogen. Hydrogen can
penetrate the metal creates high internal pressures.
Hydrogen embrittlement, in which the metal becomes
glass-like (brittle), is a consequence of hydrogen
invasion. Optical microscope (OM) and scanning
electron microscope (SEM) are the valuable tools for
assessing the cracking phenomena [12]. Galvanic
corrosion is the result of immersing dissimilar metals
in electrolytes. At the junction of the two metals there
will be a flow of electrons which leads to
electrochemical pitting. Nickel and other corrosion
resistant alloys can increase the likelihood of galvanic
corrosion and embrittlement [13]. Erosion corrosion
might be accelerated at high fluids velocity which can
either physically remove the protective films or
mechanically disturb the surface itself. Particles of sand
or iron sulphide cause erosion corrosion even at
moderate velocities. Cavitation is a special form of
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attack caused by the collapse of bubbles formed at the
areas of low pressure in a flowing stream [14].
5. Scales form
Solubility is defined as the limiting amount of a solute
which can be dissolved in a solvent under a given set
of physical conditions. The chemical species of
interest to us are presented in water solution as ions.
Certain combinations of these ions are compounds
which have very little solubility in water. Saturated
water has a limited capacity for maintaining
compounds in solution and once this capacity or
solubility is exceeded, the amount of compound
precipitate from solution as solids particles [15].
5.1. Calcium
Calcium Carbonate scale can be formed by the
combination of calcium ion with either carbonate or
bicarbonate ions as follows:
Ca++ + CO3- Ca++ + 2 (HCO3- )

CaCO3
CaCO3 + CO2 + H2O

5.2. Calcium Sulfate
Calcium sulfate precipitates in accordance with the
following reaction:
Ca++ + SO4- CaSO4
Most calcium sulfate deposits found in the oilfield are
gypsum. CaSO4.2H2O is the predominant form at
temperatures of 100o F or less.
5.3. Barrium sulfate
Barium sulfate is the least soluble of the scales.
Ba++ + SO4- -

BaSO4

6. Bacteria
6.1. Sulfate Reducing Bacteria (SRB)
Sulfate reducers probably cause more serious problems
in oilfield injection systems than any other bacteria.
They reduce sulfate ions in water to sulfide ions,
resulting in formation of hydrogen sulfide H2S as a byproduct (Figure 4). They cause corrosion, and the iron
sulfide produced as a product of the corrosion reaction
is an excellent plugging material. Sulfate reducing
bacteria live in groups, or colonize on the pipe wall, and
pits occur wherever they reside. Bacteria find it much
easier to colonize on the pipe wall than in a moving
stream of fluid. Any time you find bacteria in the water
this means that there are many more securely attached
to the walls of the piping and tankage.
6.2. Iron Bacteria
Iron bacteria deposit a sheath of iron hydroxide around
them as they grow. The iron is obtained from soluble
iron ions in the water. Examples of iron bacteria are
Gallionella, Sphaerotilus and Crenothrix. They are
classified as aerobic bacteria; however, they can
apparently grow well with only trace amounts of
oxygen
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Figure 4. (A) Scheme of corrosion by SRB. (B) Scheme of hydrogen sulfide formation by SRB [16].

7. Chemical control of micro organisms
Chemicals used for bacterial control can be broadly
classed in several ways:
a) Bactericide is a chemical which kills bacteria, b)
Bacteriostat is a chemical which inhibits or retards the
growth of bacteria, c) Biocide is a chemical which able
to kills other forms of life in addition to bacteria, d) Bio
stat is a chemical which inhibits or reduce the growth
of bacteria. For the pipelines biocide treatment usually
uses between two pigs to get high concentration, for
vessels and tanks shock dosage with long period time
while batch treatment used on down hole .
8. Corrosion control Non chemical methods
A wide range of control measures are available but not
all can be adopted in any given environment. These
include: (a) Engineering Solutions, (b) Sacrificial
anodes
(c) Coatings, (d) Cathodic Protection,
(e) Treatment of the Water and (f) Process system.
8.1. Engineering
Steel pipe can be replaced by plastic and fibreglass
reinforced plastic pipe. These materials are frequently
used in low temperature flow lines at low or moderate
pressures for carrying corrosive brines (such as H2S).
Metals are available for most corrosive environments
in oilfield systems but the usual limitation is their cost.
A

High chrome steels, ‘duplex and super duplex’ are
resisting to acid gases. Corrosion resistant metals are
now more commonly used for pumps, meters and
auxiliary fittings. Titanium and Monel are resistant to
salt water attack and are used in water injection systems
[20].
8.2. Sacrificial
Sacrificial anodes are used in ships, oil plants, offshore
plants, platform and bridges immersed in water. The
mechanism of sacrificial anodes to protect and prevent
another metal from being corroded are sacrificial
anodes with highly electrochemical activity
compeering to the protected metal which has a lower
electrochemical activity. Sacrificial anodes are created
from a metal alloy with a more negative
electrochemical potential than the other metal it will be
used to protect (Figure 5).Usually sacrificial anodes are
made of zinc alloy, magnesium, or aluminium alloys.
The difference between the sacrificial anodes and
cathodic protection is that, in sacrificial anodes no
current is applied. The advantages of sacrificial anodes
include low cost, easy to apply. However, the
sacrificial anodes should be replaced frequently; they
should not be affected by the microbiological corrosion
[21].

B

Figure 5. (A) Scheme of sacrificial anodes (B) sacrificial anode fixed to protect the metal [22].
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8.3. Coatings
Corrosion can be prevented by removing the corrosive
environment from the metal. This is the principle of
applying coatings for corrosion protection. Choosing
an appropriate coating depends on the temperature,
pressure and corrosive agent. Painting and galvanising
are examples of coatings that have long been applied to
reduce corrosion. The corrosive environment is
therefore separated from the metal at risk [23].
8.4. Cathodic protection (impressed current)
Humphury Davy [24] evaluated how zinc anodes could
be used to prevent the corrosion of copper sheathing of
the wooden hulls of British naval ships. Several
practical tests have been conducted on vessels in
harbour and sea-going ships, such as the effect of
current density on protection of the copper. Davy [24]
also investigated the use of the impressed current
system using a voltaic battery, but did not consider a
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practicable method. The principles application of
cathodic protection is applied by one of the two
methods, viz. Power-impressed current. Figure 6
illustrates an external power supply which converts
ordinary a.c. (alternating current) power to d.c.
Electrically the protected structure acting as cathode
while an external power supply acting as anode.
Graphite anodes, aluminium anodes, magnetite anodes
and polymer conductive anodes are most used as
external power supply [25, 26].
Electrochemical reactions at the electrodes are
responsible for the mechanism of cathodic protection
and for the transfer of charges from the electrons to ions
at the electrode surfaces. The advantage of cathodic
protection method is; low cost and it can used to protect
vessels, pipes and tanks moreover process is simple.
However the main disadvantage is more current
applied ions may be start to attack the metal.

Figure 6. Cathodic protection with an external power supply in water and soil [22]

8.5. Treatment of water
Removing the main corrosive agent from water by
deaeration and degasification.
8.6. Processes system
This is very important, however stagnant water it is a
good condition to bacteria make kingdom, also any
incorrect pressure system an hydrate well start attack
the metal.
9. Corrosion control – Chemical methods
A corrosion inhibitor is a substance which, when added
to an environment, decreases the rate of attack by the
environment on a metal. Inhibitors are chemicals that,
directly or indirectly, coat or film a metal surface to
protect it from its environment. Inhibitors can be
absorbed by the metal surface from a solution or
dispersion or applied directly as a thick barrier coating.
Inhibitors can be inorganic, organic, polymeric, simple
or complex formulations. Chemicals classified

according to their reactivity with oil
phase (Figure 7). For the purpose of
three classes of inhibitors will
passivating, organic film-forming,
inhibitors.

phase or water
this discussion,
be discussed:
vapour phase

9.1. Passivating Iinhibitors
Passivating inhibitors are potentially the most effective
of all inhibitors because they can stifle corrosion almost
completely. Passivity usually refers to materials that
form insoluble corrosion product films, stifling the
anodic reaction but in this case it is the inhibitor that
promotes the formation of an insoluble film normally
on the anode.
There are two types of passivating inhibitors: Oxidising
type such as chromate, nitrite, and molydates which can
passivate steel in the absence of oxygen and the nonoxidising ions such as phosphate, tungstate and silicate
which require the presence of oxygen to passivate steel.
These inhibitors are effective in aerated systems.
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The passive oxide film is conductive and cathodic to
steel; therefore passive steel consists almost entirely of
cathodic areas. When the passive film is penetrated by
scratching or by dissolution or if insufficient inhibitor
is present to repair the film, then exposed steel becomes
a small anodic area in the midst of a large cathodic area
of passive film. Accelerated localised corrosion then
occurs, resulting in pitting of the metal. Passivating
inhibitors are not effective against H2S induced
corrosion [27, 28].
9.2. Organic Inhibitors
Organic inhibitors constitute a broad class of corrosion
inhibitors which cannot be designated specifically as
cathodic and anodic. They are widely used for
corrosion control in crude processing and
transportation flow lines. The efficient use of organic
inhibitors depends on prior removal of oxygen from the
system.
Organic inhibitors form films that are water repellent.
Hydrocarbons are sometimes added to inhibitor
formulations that will wet the adsorbed inhibitor
forming a secondary barrier. By replacing and repelling
water away from the metal surfaces, the oil films are
able to stifle corrosion much like other physical barriers
such as paints.
Nitrogenous inhibitors are the main active constituents
in more oilfield inhibitor compositions. In water or
acids the terminal primary, secondary and tertiary
amines groups are protonated, are cationic in nature.
Quaternary amines show considerable cationic
behaviour: are excellent surfactants, can be
demulsifiers, have good biocidal activity and have
corrosion inhibiting properties. Imidazolines and
ethoxylated amines can be quaternised. Nonnitrogenous organic inhibitors are certain alkyl half
esters of phosphoric acid are claimed to be good
inhibitors of carbon dioxide or naphthenic acid induced
corrosion. Napthenic acids cause problems in high
temperature refinery operations. These inhibitors have
been used for crude oil systems. They have much lower
toxicity characteristics than amine but the adsorbed
inhibitor film is more easily removed by water [29].
9.3. Vapour Phase Inhibitors
Vapour phase inhibitors (VPI) are compounds which
are transported within a closed system to the site of
corrosion by volatilisation from a source. In boilers,
volite basic compounds such as morpholine and
ethylenediamine are transported in the stream to
prevent corrosion in condenser tubes by neutralising
acidic carbon dioxide. Compounds of this type inhibit
corrosion by making the environment alkaline. The
organic amine portion of the VPI may serve to aid
inhibition by adsorption and providing alkalinity [30].
Incorrect inhibitor on process system may be enhances
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emulsions this is the main disadvantage using chemical
methods.
Table 1. Common types of chemical are used in oil field.
Indigenous Surfactants
Antifoam
Demulsifiers
Corrosion Inhibitor (soluble in oil)
Wax Crystal Modifiers
Gas Scavenger(H2S,O2)
Scale Inhibitors

Gas
Oil

Water

Corrosion Inhibitor (water soluble)
Biocides
Reverse Emulsion Breakers
Flotation Agents

10. Gas scavengers
10.1. Oxygen scavenger
Corrosion of steel in brine is enhanced by increasing
the dissolved oxygen. Neutral water with a low salt
content in equilibrium with air at 210C will contain
around 9 ppm of dissolved oxygen. The concentration
of oxygen decreases with increasing the salt content
and increasing temperature.
The most commonly used scavengers of oxygen are
sodium and ammonium bisulphate solutions. They
react to form stable sulphates.
O2 + 2NaSO3 ==> Na2SO4
The reaction rate of sodium sulphite with oxygen at low
temperature is very slow, so a catalyst is usually added.
While cobalt, manganese and copper salts are good
catalysts, cobalt gives the greatest increase in reaction
rate. However ammonium bisulphate requires no
catalyst.
10.2. Sulphide Scavenger
Some producing wells are characterised by high and
potentially hazardous levels of sulphides. A sulphide
ion is a natural constituent of many produced fluids.
The activity of sulphate reducing bacteria, particularly
in water flood operations, is another common source of
sulphide. It is not unusual for sweet production systems
to turn sour with time as a consequence of reservoir
souring [31].
The use of the word ‘sulphide’ implies all three watersoluble forms: H2S that predominates in the acid range,
H2S which is present between pH 7-13. Sulphides are
an unwanted constituent of crude oil and water. Their
presence in the separated crude has a detrimental effect
on the sales value and performance of refineries. In the
acid form, hydrogen sulphide is toxic to health and
accelerates corrosion processes. In production systems
with natural sour production it is normal for the
processing equipment to be specified to resist the
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corrosive nature of sulphides. The basic oxidising
scavengers reaction can be summarised:
O2 + 2H2S ==> 2S0 + 2H2O
Oxidants are very rapid acting, water soluble and
irreversible in action. Amines react with sulphides/ H2S
to form acid/ base salts in a fully reversible reaction.
The ‘scavenger’ can be regenerates for reuse.
Ethanolamines have been used extensively to remove
H2S from gas streams in sweetening towers.
Diglycolamine[2-(2-Aminoethoxy)ethonal] has been
used since 1965 for the industrial removal of hydrogen
sulphide and /or carbon dioxide from gas streams.
Other reactive amines that have been used include
hexahydrotriazines. These triazine products react
irreversibly and are relatively low cost. Reaction with
H2S at low temperatures is less efficient.
H2S reacts with aldehydes across the C=O double bond
in a reversible process. The most common use of
formaldehyde. Disadvantages include potential for
solids formation and toxicity of aldehydes. Glyoxal,
gluteraldehyde, and acrolein have been used. Iron
sponge (solid) is probably the earliest sulphideprecipitating agent. The material is formulated by
impregnating wood chips with iron oxide and is
primarily used in drilling fluids. Zinc compounds, as
slurry in contractor towers, rapidly precipitate as
sulphide [32, 33].
When H2S is presence in the gas stream:
ZnO + H2S ==> ZnS + H2O
11. Corrosion Monitoring Methods
The objective of monitoring is to obtain information
about the corrosion process and thereby to assess
options for controlling corrosion and its consequences.
The main reasons for monitoring are security of assets/
investments (economic reason) and security of
personnel safety (health and safety reason). Corrosion
control means controlling the rate of corrosion to a
level that economically justifiable taking into account
plant profitability and planned life, whilst at the same
time minimising environmental and safety risks.
The On-line monitoring should be installed wherever it
is known from experience that unacceptable levels of
attack are possible and in all critical areas where
corrosion could be dangerous or expensive. The
position and orientation of the monitoring device are
important: for example: if separated water is the most
corrosive agent, then bottom-of-line monitoring is
needed but it vapours on the upper surface of the wet
gas line are the problem top-of –line monitoring is also
necessary. In general it is advisable to use more than
one method of corrosion monitoring as the different
forms of corrosion respond differently to each
monitoring technique. A wide range of methods are
available.
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11.1. Intrusive Methods Direct Measure of Corrosion
These monitoring devices are inserted into a system
and provide direct information on corrosion rate, metal
penetration or fluid corrosivity. Examples include:
Coupons (on line), spool pieces, Electrical resistance
probes(ER),
Linear
polarisation
resistance
probes(LPR) ,Calipers/Intelligent pigs.
11.1.1. Corrosion Coupons
Corrosion coupons provide the most widely used
method of monitoring corrosion. The coupons can be
made in any size or shape to fit into the equipment and
be retrievable (Figure 7). The coupons can be mounted
in different configurations to be able to evaluate
various types of attack including crevice corrosion,
galvanic attack, and stress corrosion. Prior to assembly
on the corrosion test rack, each coupon is carefully
weighed and measured. After completion of the test,
the rack is disassembled and the corrosion coupons are
cleaned, weighed, and measured. The following are
advantages: low cost, possibility of several materials
being tested at the same time, closer resemblance to
actual condition, reliable information for future
designs. However there is disadvantage: first incorrect
location and position it well gives wrong result, second
it need long period for monitoring (exposure time).
B

A

C

E

D

Figure 7. (A, B) Corrosion strip coupon different types.(C, D)Disc coupon.(E) Scale
coupon[34].

The amount of corrosion rate can be accuracy
calculated mils per year by equation:
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠

MPY = 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑥 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
Factor =

𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙

1000𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑠
𝑋 365𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑖𝑛
𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚2
𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑋16.4
𝑋 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑐𝑚2
𝑐𝑚3
𝑖𝑛2

A mils is equivalent to 1/1000 inch.
On other hand we can use the following equation to
calculate corrosion rate (C.R):
C.R=534 WD/A.T
where W is weight loss measured in mg, D is the
density of alloy in g/cm3, A is the surface area of the
specimen exposed to the solution in cm2, and T is the
total exposure time in hour [35, 36].
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11.1.2. Electrical Resistance(ER) probes
Electrical resistance(ER) probes are essentially
coupons providing a continuous read-out of the
penetration of their metal elements exposed to the
corrosive environment. The principle is that electrical
resistance of a conductor element increases as the cross
section decreases. Typically a metal loop, similar to a
hairpin, made of the metal of interest is mounted in a
holder (probe) and exposed to the process stream
(Figure 8). This system can be used in any liquid or
gaseous environment and has the advantage that online data is obtained that can be correlated with process
conditions [37].
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probes can give errors if suspended solids are high and
in the presence of sulphides [39].

Figure 9. Linear Polarisation Resistance (LPR) probes fixed into pipe. (Figure taken
from
https://www.cosasco.com/lpr-corrosion-monitoring-probe-70127022.html)

11.1.4. Calipers (Intelligent Pigs)
Pipeline Calipers are Intelligent Pigs can give
penetration data for the entire inner surface of the
pipeline (some intelligent pigs can also detect external
corrosion).Their use requires temporary shutdown of
the line to allow insertion and retrieval of the
equipment through pigs traps. Calipers have systems of
articulated mechanical fingers, the movement of which
against the inner pipe surface determines the output on
the chart recorder (Figure10). Calipers may not detect
initial pitting corrosion. Intelligent pigs use either
magnetic flux leakage or ultrasonic techniques to detect
any change in the surface. Disadvantage incorrect
process system it well scratch the pipeline [40, 41].
Figure 8. Electrical Resistance(ER) probes fixed into pipe [38]

ER probes are rugged and simple to operate and
interpret. They will not identify local corrosion attack
and do not give instantaneous corrosion rates. Portable
measuring instruments designed especially for use with
these probes are commercially available.
11.1.3. Linear Polarisation Resistance (LPR) probes
Linear Polarisation Resistance (LPR) probes can
respond instantaneously to changes in corrosively
within an electrolyte. A variable potential of up to 10
or 20 mV is passed through the solution using the
electrodes. A sensor or probe represents (on a macro
scale) the actual corrosion cell on the metal surface of
interest and from the change of potential at the working
electrode and the current an estimate of the actual
corrosion current can be made (Figure 9).
In practice the approach is similar to the ER in that a
probe is exposed to the process stream. LPR has the
advantage that it provided instantaneous corrosion rate
data and fast response to system upsets and can give
some information about local attack. However the

A

B

Figure 10. (A)Intelligent Pig , (B)Intelligent Pig moving into pipe launcher [41]

11.2. Intrusive methods indirect measure of corrosion
These are devices which are inserted into a system and
provide information from which a judgement can be
made on system corrosivity. Examples include:
Hydrogen probes (on-line), Galvanic probes (on-line),
Potential measurements
11.2.1. Hydrogen Probes detect atomic hydrogen that
diffuses through a thin membrane within the pipe.
Probes with cylindrical elements are the most rugged
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mechanically and chemically, are least affected by
temperature changes. Flush elements are used in lines
which must be pigged or where it is desired to have the
sensing element flush with the wall surface [42].
11.2.2. Galvanic Probes measure the possibility of
corrosion between two different metals, typically
carbon steel and brass. A probe containing two
elements corresponding to the two metals is exposed to
the corroding liquid. A zero resistance ammeter is used
to measure the current produced by the galvanic cell
[43].
11.2.3. Potential measurement can, if combined with
LPR techniques, provide more detailed information on
the corrosion process. Equipment is simple, requiring
an appropriate reference electrode (exposed to the
corroding medium) and a voltage measuring
instrument. Readings can indicate the passivity or
activity of the metal of interest, specialised corrosion
knowledge is usually required to interpret the
information obtained [44].
11.3 Non- intrusive methods direct measure of
corrosion
The basis of eddy current inspection is the principle of
electromagnetic induction. This procedure can be used
to identify of differentiate among a wide variety of
physical, structural, and metallurgical conditions in
conductive ferromagnetic and non - ferromagnetic
metal components. It can also be used to detect cracks,
voids, and inclusions, to sort dissimilar metals and
detect differences in their chemical composition, and to
measure the depth of non-conductive coatings on
conductive metals [47].
11.4. Non- intrusive methods indirect measure of
corrosion
Indirect measurement methods of corrosion are acidity,
oxygen content, iron counts, microbiological
evaluation, and acoustic emission. PH instrument is the
beast tools used for measuring acidity. Dissolved iron
or iron counts must be measured before and after
injection of any chemical inhibitor in the system as
high iron contents present in water indicated of the
corrosively of metal. Microbiological monitoring and
evaluation can be done in laboratory to estimate
quantity of bacteria colonize present per mil. Acoustic
emission mechanism is the pressure of stress waves hit
the metal released energy can be investigating metal
deforms or fractures, the monitoring measurement is
calibrate thickness as reference and then calibrate after
period of time [48-50].
12. Conclusion
Corrosion is the main problems investigated in many
fields. The major consequences of electrochemical
corrosion are including, shutdown, contamination, loss
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of product and loss of efficiency. Various type of
corrosion may occur in different environments.
Engineering strategy plan are very important to
manipulate and minimize corrosion problems such as
selecting the best environment area for building plants,
type of metal will using to fabricate plants and process
system they can reducing corrosion rate . Moreover
coating, cathodic protection and sacrificial anodes are
non-chemical methods used to suppress the corrosion.
In sacrificial anodes, no current is applied while
cathodic technique uses some current. Sacrificial
anodes are hardly used for equipment under water
compared to the cathodic protection. Corrosion
inhibitor works chemically as slight layer continuously
coating the metal. Incorrect inhibitor may be stabilise
emulsion while trial must be done to select suitable
inhibitor, this disadvantages using chemical methods.
The sulfate reducers bacteria (SRB), iron bacteria and
slime formers constitute the major source of
microbiological problems. Large numbers of iron
bacteria can precipitate a sufficient quantity of ferric
hydroxide, intensifying the plugging problems.
Sulphide ion (natural or form bacterial action) oxidises
ferrous ions to iron sulphides.
Bacteria are effectively shielded by scale or debris.
Biocide is the best chemical to kill bacteria; however,
it needs trail to choose suitable biocide. Biocide type
must be replaced after time to time as bacteria will gain
resistance against biocide. Corrosion can be enhanced
by increasing the acidity, temperature, pressure and
chloride content while erosion is intensified by
increasing the fluid velocity.
Oxygen can only be effectively removed in closed
system when the above reactions will continue until all
oxygen is consumed. In the absence of oxygen, H2S
will attack low alloy steels. At the response of carbon
dioxide and oxygen, corrosion is enhanced and even
acid resistant alloys will be attacked. Hydrogen
sulphide can only be effectively removed by H2S
scavenger. Corrosion coupons are the best tools for
monitoring corrosion compared to another instrument.
On strips coupons corrosion rate measured by weight
while scale coupons corrosion rate measured depend on
closed and open holes. Corrosion coupons reported
given accuracy corrosion rate result in vessels and
tanks, but it needed skills of the operator while
intelligent Pigs became remarkable tools investigating
corrosion in pipe line launcher. The scientists related to
corrosion science are trying manufacturing alloys are
more resistant then carbon steel and stainless steel.
Furthermore, they are trying to fabricate transparent
plant could be non-corrosive and easy to monitoring.
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